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is Pad Printed

Screen Print Requirements:
- Artwork is to be set up as black, regardless of imprint color.
  Set up screwdriver outline with the product/imprint colors requested on order.
- Gray lines on templates represents the imprint area as stated in catalog.
  These does not print and should be hidden for �nal printing.
- Imprint area has been reduced to match catalog imprint area size. (6-29-16)
  Exact repeat orders need to be kept at the size they were previously.
- Dashed line on product outline represent placement of imprint area
- Gray dashed lines on Two Sided Copy are for centering imprints on the
  opposite side of the screwdriver.
- Multiple colors have an imprint area with a smaller height
- Minimum 35% screen tint
- Font size 6 pt. minimum
- Serif fonts may need stroke added, approximately .1 for 10 pt. or
  smaller text (general guideline, more or less may be needed
  depending on the size and style of font)
- Line weight .6 minimum
- Any additional product templates/text that are not being used
  for the current job can be removed from the art �le.
  (text ”Standard”, “Full Bleed”, etc. should not print with the imprint)
- Line weight .35 overlap bleed between colors with exact registration 
- For multiple colors, set up the artwork using the colors to be printed.
  Keeping a copy as is for placement, make a duplicate of the
  art/template for each color. Color separate each duplicate changing
  the color that is being printed to black.   Example:

SO 879173 It MI0043 Pos 44435 Black SO 879173 It MI0043 Pos 44435 Blue 293

SO 879173 It MI0043 Pos 44435 Placement

Imprint at top of imprint area

Imprint at bottom of imprint area

Imprint at middle of imprint area

Two Sided Copy
Try To Center Copy On Horizontal Dashed LinesStandard

Multiple Color

SO ______ It Mi8801 Pos _____ _____SO ______ It Mi8801 Pos _____ _____

Standard
One Color

SO ______ It Mi8801 Pos _____ _____

Dashed line is for your reference only, do not show and keep imprint within screwdriver lines

SO 949575 It Mi8817 White

Proof Example:
- Show imprint area, do not show print marks.
  Show imprint at middle of imprint area, unless requested otherwise.
  If using a product image, set up with imprint at top of imprint area.


